If that modeling can reflect the natural concurrency in the system … it should be simpler. Yet concurrency is thought to be an advanced topic, harder than serial computing (which therefore needs to be mastered first).
Threads-n-Locks -CONCERNS
Threads-n-Locks -CONCERNS <java.sun.com/products/jfc/tsc/articles/threads/threads1.html> ''If you can get away with it, avoid using threads. Threads can be difficult to use, and they make programs harder to debug.'' ''Component developers do not have to have an in-depth understanding of threads programming: toolkits in which all components must fully support multithreaded access, can be difficult to extend, particularly for developers who are not expert at threads programming.''
Threads-n-Locks Considered Harmful Threads-n-Locks Considered Harmful
Each single thread of control snakes around objects in the system, bringing them to life transiently transiently as their methods are executed. Threads cut across object boundaries leaving spaghetti-like trails, paying no regard to the paying no regard to the underlying structure underlying structure.
Each object is at the mercy of any any thread that sees it. Nothing can be done to prevent prevent method invocation … even if the object is not in a fit state to service it.
The object
The object
is not in control of its life is not in control of its life. Big problems occur when multiple threads hit the same object. 
Threads-n-Locks Considered Harmful

Simplicity Simplicity
There must be a consistent (denotational) semantics that matches our intuitive understanding for
Communicating Mobile Processes Communicating Mobile Processes.
There must be as direct a relationship as possible between the formal theory and the implementation technologies to be used. Without the above link (e.g. using C++/posix or Java/monitors), there will be too much uncertainty as to how well the systems we build correspond to the theoretical design.
Dynamics Dynamics
Theory and practice must be flexible enough to cope with process mobility, location awareness, network growth and decay, disconnect and re-connect and resource sharing.
Performance Performance
Computational overheads for managing (millions of) evolving processes must be sufficiently low so as not to be a show-stopper.
Safety Safety
Massive concurrency Massive concurrency --but no race hazards, deadlock, but no race hazards, deadlock, livelock livelock or or process starvation. 
Aspirations and Principles Aspirations and Principles
Sensors and movement:
reaction to stimuli. reaction to stimuli.
Interaction between organisms and other pieces of environment. between organisms and other pieces of environment.
Modelling technologies Modelling technologies
Communicating process networks -fundamentally good fit.
Cope with growth / decay, combine / split (evolving topologies 
Mobility and Location Awareness Mobility and Location Awareness
The Matrix The Matrix
A network of (mostly passive) server processes.
Responds to client requests from the mobile agents and, occasionally, from neighbouring server nodes.
Deadlock avoided (in the matrix) either by one-place buffered server channels or by pure-client slave processes (one per matrix node) that ask their server node for elements (e.g. mobile agents) and forward them to neighbouring nodes. Server nodes only see neighbours, maintain registry of currently located agents (and, maybe, agents on the neighbouring nodes) and answer queries from local agents (including moving them).
The Agents The Agents
Attached to one node of the Matrix at a time. To do this requires a paradigm shift in the way we approach concurrency ... to something much simpler to something much simpler.
Failure to do this will result in failure to meet the 'Grand 'Grand
Challenges' Challenges' that the 21st. Century is stacking up for us. 
Summary
Summary -3/4
Summary -3/4
